
TruCode has a deep understanding of what it takes to assign 
accurate medical codes quickly and efficiently. Since we’re a 
company made up of HIM professionals, you could say it’s in  
our code. Hundreds of hospitals, consultants, auditors, payers 
and educational institutions prefer our intuitive design and  
coder-friendly workflow. 

With TruCode Encoder Essentials™, our integrated coding solution, 
coding capabilities are directly embedded within athenaOne® for 
Hospitals, enabling coders to work entirely within athenaNet®. 
Benefits include:

 7 Improved coding accuracy

 7 More efficient workflows 

 7 Coding references are always up-to-date

 7 No interfaces to maintain 

 7 Coding and software updates are automatically  
delivered via the cloud 

 
  
  
  

IT’S ALL IN OUR CODE.  
SO YOU CAN GET MORE OUT OF YOURS.

INCREASED ACCURACY.
GREATER EFFICIENCY.

A BETTER CODING
EXPERIENCE.



When integrated into athenaOne for 
hospitals, the TruCode Encoder takes 
enterprise-wide coding workflow to a new 
level with these features and capabilities:

 7 Code books: 

 7 ICD-10-CM Diagnosis &   
ICD-10-PCS Procedure

 7 Calculate grouping and pricing   
of encounters 

 7 Perform comprehensive editing for  
inpatient encounters

 7 Examine alternative DRGs for   
encounters through Principal 
Diagnosis or DRG Analysis  

 7 Popular coding-related references: 

 7 AHA Coding Clinic for  
 ICD-10-CM/PCS

 7 AHA ICD-10-CM / PCS   
Coding Handbook

 7 Channel Publishing Clinotes

 7 Channel Publishing Expanded  
ICD-10-CM Table of Drugs & 
Chemicals

 7 Dorland’s Medical Dictionary

 7 ICD-10-PCS Appendices &   
Reference Manual

 7 MS-DRG Definitions Manual

 7 Official Guidelines  
(ICS-10-CM/PCS)

 7 Truven Health Micromedex® 
Drug Data

A STREAMLINED PROCESS FOR OPTIMAL RESULTS

Integrating an encoder in the EHR ensures that robust coding capabilities—
including sophisticated code searches, edit/reimbursement validation tools 
and access to comprehensive references—can be accessed entirely within 
athenaNET, helping coders to work more efficiently. Coding updates are 
delivered automatically via the cloud, ensuring coders always have the 
most up-to-date references at their fingertips.

SMOOTHER WORKFLOWS. UNMATCHED ACCURACY.

TruCode’s encoding solutions were designed by a team of HIM 
professionals who wanted to build the most intuitive encoder possible. Our 
knowledge-based solution results in a more natural user experience that 
places pertinent references and advice at your fingertips, enabling you to 
quickly and confidently select the right code. 

Professional coders especially love our Intelligent Research Pane, a digital 
assistant that delivers exactly the guidance and references you need at your 
fingertips, such as AHA Coding Clinic®, drug databases, medical dictionaries 
and much more.

BOTTOM LINE BENEFITS

With TruCode Encoder Essentials, your organization will enjoy a significant 
return on investment. The increased accuracy that comes from our solution 
can result in optimal reimbursements and increased regulatory compliance. 
Since coders can work more efficiently due to our intuitive design, it takes 
less time to process codes—resulting in greater productivity. Plus, lower 
software license and support fees deliver even more value.

A BETTER CODING EXPERIENCE. 
IT’S IN OUR CODE.
Contact us today at sales@trucode.com or 
888.647.4440 x1 for a demo of TruCode 
Encoder Essentials. See how easy it is to 
achieve a more efficient workflow while 
generating more accurate codes.

“I have always been a fan of TruCode and have  
 recommended it to several other facilities when  
 I worked as a consultant.  I have used five different  
 coding products, but Trucode is my favorite!”

         Teresa Heskett, RHIT, CCDS 
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